We present DAhunter, a web-based server that identifies homologous proteins by comparing domain architectures, the organization of protein domains. A major obstacle in comparison of domain architecture is the existence of 'promiscuous' domains, which carry out auxiliary functions and appear in many unrelated proteins. To distinguish these promiscuous domains from protein domains, we assigned a weight score to each domain extracted from RefSeq proteins, based on its abundance and versatility. A domain's score represents its importance in the 'protein world' and is used in the comparison of domain architectures. In scoring domains, DAhunter also considers domain combinations as well as single domains. To measure the similarity of two domain architectures, we developed several methods that are based on algorithms used in information retrieval (the cosine similarity, the Goodman-Kruskal c function, and domain duplication index) and then combined these into a similarity score. Compared with other domain architecture algorithms, DAhunter is better at identifying homology. The server is available at
INTRODUCTION
There are now >600 completely sequenced genomes and >5 million unique protein sequences are available in public databases (1) . A common approach for identifying protein function is to assume that proteins with similar sequences have similar functions. Thus, sequence similarity search algorithms, such as, BLAST (2) and FASTA (3), can detect sequence similarities in proteins that have not diverged greatly. However, proteins that have diverged greatly can be homologous even though they exhibit little sequence similarity (4) . Thus, sequence-based homology searches can yield false negatives, especially when comparing proteins with multiple domains (5) .
Domains are the building blocks of proteins and one of the most useful characteristics for determining protein function (6) . The functions of the individual domains of a multi-domain protein contribute to our understanding of the properties of the protein as a whole (7) . The sequential order of protein domains is known as the domain architecture. Architectures are useful for classifying evolutionarily related proteins, detecting evolutionarily distant homologs, and comparing multi-domain proteins (8, 9) . Several previous studies have proposed methods of domain architecture comparison for identification of protein homology. CDART (10) presents a list of proteins with similar domain architectures to a given query sequence by counting the number of shared domains. PDART (11) presents domain architectures in the leaves of a species tree. Djorklund et al. (12) proposed a 'domain distance', calculated as the number of domains that differ between two domain architectures.
Multi-domain proteins evolve by gene duplication and domain shuffling, causing certain domains to appear in many unrelated proteins (13) . The functions of these 'promiscuous' domains are typically auxiliary to the primary protein function (14) . Promiscuous domains also have many combinations with other domains, although the orientation of domain combination and the type of neighboring domains in proteins are generally limited. Because promiscuous domains are not directly related to homology, they should be given less importance in domain architecture comparison than non-promiscuous domains. Another important feature in domain evolution is that two-or three-domain combinations (supra-domains) are re-used in different protein contexts with different partner domains (15) . These combinations should be considered, as well as a single domain, in domain architecture comparison. In this study, we define single domains and two-domain combinations within 30 amino acid residues as a 'domain unit'.
Here we present DAhunter, a web-based server that identifies homologous proteins by comparing domain architecture. DAhunter source codes and database contents are freely available to academic users upon request.
METHODS

Calculating weight scores of domain units
The accuracy of DAhunter depends on the domain unit weight scores, which is calculated from the abundance and versatility of domain units. . This database provides a comprehensive and up-to-date dataset of the pre-calculated sequence features for all proteins in all major public sequence databases (18) . For eukaryotic genes with several alternative transcripts, we kept the longest coding structure so as to retain the maximum number of domains. We filtered domain hits in proteins with a cutoff E-value of 0.01 and excluded proteins without Pfam signatures.
The Pfam-annotated proteins were converted into domain architectures, with sequences between adjacent domains divided into two types: those 30 residues and those >30 residues. Previous researchers have used a threshold value of 30 residues to claim that two domains have a particular functional and spatial relationship (19) . We extracted domain units from the domain architectures (Table 1 ) and assigned weight scores according to their abundance and versatility.
To measure the abundance of a domain unit, we defined the Inverse Abundance Frequency (IAF), which is derived from the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), a statistic commonly used in information retrieval (5) . The IAF of a domain unit, d, is defined as d iaf = log 2 p t /(p d + a), where p t is the number of total proteins, p d is the number of proteins containing domain unit d and a is a pseudocount parameter to balance protein frequency.
To measure the versatility of a domain unit, we defined the Inverse Versatility Frequency (IVF), whose definition is also similar to that of IDF. IVF represents how many domain families are in N-and C-sides adjacent to a domain unit. The definition of IVF is d ivf = log 2 f t / (f d + b) where f t is the number of total domain families, f d is the number of domain families adjacent to domain unit d and b is a pseudocount parameter to balance domain families.
The weight score (d ws ) of a domain unit is simply the product of the IAF and IVF of the domain unit:
If a domain unit is highly promiscuous, it will have a low score. Domain unit analysis of RefSeq proteins shows that the weight score of each domain unit differ among Eukaryota, Bacteria and Archaea. The DAhunter website provides the IAF and IVF for all domain units in the three kingdoms.
Construction of the domain architecture database
To compare domain architectures of a query protein with proteins in public databases, we built a domain architecture database, consisting of domain architectures of proteins in RefSeq, UniProKB/Swiss-Prot and UniProtKB/TrEMBL (20) . The Pfam annotations of these proteins were obtained from the SIMAP database. 
Similarity between two domain architectures
To identify homologs of a query protein, DAhunter first identifies Pfam domains in the query protein using the hmmpfam program and the Pfam database. If Pfam domains are present, the server extracts domain units from the query domain architecture and selects candidate domain architectures that contain any of the query domain units from the database. Then, DAhunter compares the query domain architecture against candidate domain architectures regarding the content, order and duplication of domain units.
Domain unit content.
The two sets of domain units derived from the two architectures are represented as the indices, which are built using the vector space model (VSM) (21) . Domain architectures are represented by a vector in which each component corresponds to a weight score of a domain unit. The similarity of the two vectors is measured by determining their cosine similarity, a measure based on the angle between two vectors (commonly used in text mining algorithms). Thus, if x and y are vectors of two domain architectures X and Y, the cosine similarity is defined as:
where 'Á' indicates the vector dot product, x Á y ¼ P n k¼1 x k y k and x j j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi P n k¼1 x 2 k q . The range of the cosine similarity is [0, 1], where 1 indicates that x and y have the same domain units and 0 indicates that they share no domain units.
Domain unit order.
To measure the order similarity between two domain architectures, we used the Goodman-Kruskal g function (22), a symmetric measure based on the difference between concordant pairs (P) and discordant pairs (Q). This function is defined as:
where the gamma score varies from À1 to +1. We normalized the score to [0, 1] using a normalized gamma function, defined as normal_gamma(X, Y) = (1 + gamma(X, Y))/2.
Domain unit duplication. Duplication of a domain unit with a higher weight score is more important than duplication of those with a lower weight score. For example, where 'A' represents a high-repeat domain and 'B' is a low-repeat domain, 'AB' to 'ABB' is more significant than 'AB' to 'AAB'. To measure duplication similarity between two domain architectures, we developed a function similar to the cosine similarity (defined above). This function uses the VSM, where each component (C x ) corresponds to the product of a weight score of a domain unit and its duplication number. The duplication similarity between two vectors is defined as:
where min(C x ,C y ) is a minimum index of domain unit between two vectors. The duplication score varies from 0 to 1. The final similarity score between two domain architectures, X and Y, is obtained by combining the indices from Equations To evaluate the DAhunter algorithm, we compared the results of DAhunter using the HomoloGene database with those of the PDART program (using default parameters), which does not consider 'promiscuous' domains and domain combinations. PDART generated 4961 (59%) matched combinations of the same group. This indicates that DAhunter, which consider 'promiscuous' domains and domain combinations, is a better algorithm for comparing the domain architectures. The comparison results are given in DAhunter webpage.
IMPLEMENTATION
The DAhunter server consists of a web interface, a MySQL database management system (DBMS), and core programs. The web interface is implemented with static HTML and CGI scripts and MySQL DBMS is used to store the DAhunter database. The core programs were written in Perl and are divided into three main steps ( Figure 1) . First is the query processing step, where the server assigns Pfam domains to a query protein and extracts domain units from the Pfam annotation. Second is the comparison step, where the server selects candidate domain architectures containing domain units of a query protein and compares a query domain architecture against candidate domain architectures. Last is the sorting step, in which matched architectures are sorted according to their similarity scores.
INPUT AND OUTPUT
Input
The query interface accepts protein sequences in the FASTA format. The user can paste the sequences directly into the input form or can upload a file from a local disk. The maximum number of input protein sequences for a single submission is 500 proteins and the length of each sequence is limited to 5000 residues. When submitting more than two protein sequences, users must input an Email address to receive DAhunter results.
Output
The output of the DAhunter service is an HTMLformatted file (Figure 2 
